The major beneficiary of the later medieval English hospital was the patron, not the patient. Inmates had no regular access to "professional" medical attention; it was too expensive and many of them would have felt no need of it. Even in establishments that began as leprosaria, the "patients" could be transient guests of high status, or comfortable corrodiaries who had made over their property in return for retirement care, together with priests and choir boys---rather than the obviously sick and needy. Financial collapse almost always threatened. To avert it, many English hospitals underwent a "makeover"---into chantries, colleges of priests, or almshouses. Through all their metamorphoses one feature remained, at least for the successful institutions: they were sources of enhanced reputation or political advantage for founders, patrons and benefactors in this life, and of prayer for their immortal souls in the life to come.

Such, in simplified form, has been the message of the best recent historiography of later medieval English hospitals, which typically combines panoramic vision with a tight regional or institutional focus. To this literature can now be added Sheila Sweetinburgh\'s instructive monograph---despite its broad title, a detailed local study of hospitals and almshouses in Kent and especially those of Dover and Sandwich. The author teases out some broad correlations between the distribution of charitable foundations and the geography of other religious houses, of royal, aristocratic and episcopal power, and of the differing types of local political community. But her primary concern is anthropological: the cultural significance of gifts to and from hospitals in what she calls "the patronage exchange process", as expressed primarily in wills and charters. The overarching metaphor is that of the spiritual economy. The theological underpinning of this concept is never fully elaborated in the book; nor is anything said about the liturgical life of hospitals in which it would have been exemplified. Yet the concept is potentially very useful because it relates hospitals and donors to a larger soteriological web of good works and intercession.

Hospital historians will find much to welcome in the book. Kent with its proximity to London and its cross-channel connections was an excellent choice of area to study. It included a variety of important establishments, among them the earliest English hospitals (Lanfranc\'s Canterbury foundations), the royal hospitals at Ospringe and Dover, and a revealing array of other civic, episcopal, and monastic charities. Archaeology apart, the evidence for them is relatively abundant, but has not been systematically studied. In the author\'s hands, especially as her survey moves into the fifteenth century, the Kentish material conveys a real sense of how hospitals and locality interacted: what such houses could mean for contemporaries of all kinds, from the powerful to the indigent, in rapidly changing economic circumstances.

Despite these advantages, the book\'s impact is blunted by its layout, which, in moving uneasily from the grand to the specific, defers too long the best evidence upon which the author\'s own observations and arguments are based. The author approaches Kent by way of a general historiographical survey that fails to engage with the most detailed institutional studies now available: Carole Rawcliffe\'s monograph of 1999 on St Giles\'s Hospital, Norwich (though this is briefly cited later on), and John A A Goodall\'s equally weighty and suggestive account of the Ewelme almshouse (2001), absent from the present book\'s bibliography. The author then moves to the medium scale and tours the hospitals of Warwickshire and Worcestershire, very largely on the basis of the relevant volumes of the Victoria County History---thus not yielding many new results, and probably (as current work by Max Satchell suggests) underestimating the number of rural hospitals. Neither at this stage nor in the subsequent introduction to the Kentish chapters is there any proper justification of this choice of counties, or indeed of either the specific benefits of a regional approach or what should constitute a region for purposes of investigation: why the county should be the unit of analysis, rather than the diocese, major lordship, or economic area.

An imbalance between general and particular remains evident in the final, major, chapters on Dover and Sandwich. Details of the evidence and many of the author\'s most telling observations are tucked away in dense (and very densely printed) footnotes that quite often climb almost half way up the page. The text meanwhile operates, sometimes repetitively, at a level of abstraction that smoothes away local particularity. The eye is constantly required to jump between text and footnotes to get the most out of the discussion, so that the book can be taxing to read. Overall, the concept of the spiritual economy perhaps becomes a blunt instrument. It downplays the significance of ambient topography, "earthly" economy, and demography in determining hospitals\' functions and appeal to benefactors. And it tends to reify the hospital as a unitary participant in the "spiritual marketplace": into a corporation affecting "a survival strategy" (p. 63), or adopting a "multi-functional approach" to aid "viability" (p. 96). These hints of "management speak" may not be the best way to understand who made decisions about hospitals and how---under what constraints. Her testamentary approach means that the author is most interested in---and her discussion most perceptive on---hospitals as they participated in the late medieval political community (1450--1540), when will evidence is richest. Commentary on earlier periods is significantly weakened by the author\'s definition of charters as early forms of the will (and thus of a simple equation between individual intent, record and action), thereby underestimating the complex legal processes, or political and social networks, which prompted moments of record in charter or cartulary.

Dr Sweetinburgh has given us a significant addition to the literature of later medieval charity, to set beside the work of Miri Rubin, Patricia Cullum, Carole Rawcliffe, Nicholas Orme and Margaret Webster; but a less schematic way of deploying and conceptualizing her material might have made her contribution still more telling.
